Testing hydraulic pumps

Fully reconditioned ‘CATERPILLAR ENGINE’

Reconditioning O & K RH200 front idler

Demag 485 hydraulic cylinder disassembly

Offer you a fast efficient service
Supply tested and guaranteed units and repairs
Help you lower your operating costs
Engine, Transmission & Hydraulic equipment specialists
Registered office: Pye Bridge Industrial Estate, Main Road, Pye Bridge, Derbyshire DE55 4NX, England.
Tel: 01773 606501 Fax: 01773 605593 Web: www.epindustries.co.uk
All manufacturers names, numbers, symbols and descriptions are used for reference purposes only and do not imply that parts listed is the
product of the manufacturers

Engine,Transmission and Hydraulic specialists
Earthmover Wheels and Brakes

Piston type hydraulic pumps

Suspension cylinders

Merrim
an Technical Shave over 20 years experience in the repair and
reconditioning of heavy plant.Today’s earthmoving and mining equipment makes use of the latest
technology to maximise production with the cost of this being reflected in repair and
maintenance, EP Industries Ltd can offer a quality, cost effective alternative to the O.E.M. or
dealer. Our experience in the reconditioning of engine, transmission and hydraulic components
allows us to offer repairs on most units for all major manufacturers, including: Caterpillar,Terex,
O & K, Demag, Liebherr, etc

• Engines and transmissions reconditioned.
• Hydraulic and suspension cylinders reconditioned.
• Hydraulic pumps and motors reconditioned..... Cat, Rexroth, Linde, Permco etc.
• New Tyrone type aluminium gear pumps and Vickers type cartridge kits.

Steering metering
pump/valve

A reconditioning service is avaliable for the wet disc type brake groups on large Cat and
Terex trucks. New parts are also available, including discs, plates, springs, seal kits, callipers,
pistons, pads, front discs, fitting seals, wheel hub bearings and wheel nuts and studs etc.
We also stock drive shafts and joints for Cat trucks 769 - 789.
Piston type
track-swing motors
Vane type cartridges

Gear type pumps

Hydraulic cylinders

Repairs are carried out on a cost of repair basis or by the supply of fully reconditioned
exchange units, of which many popular items are held in stock.
Our commitment to providing quality guaranteed repairs continues so why not let EP Industries
Ltd offer you a cost effective alternative

Rear wheel hubs

EP Industries Ltd carry a large
stock of new and used wheel
rims, bands, flanges and lock
rings which cover most sizes
and fit most makes of
equipment, such as: Cat, Terex,
Volvo, Komatsu, etc
The facility is also available to
repair and refurbish wheels,
lowering replacement cost even
further.

Wet type brake groups

Brake parts and Wheel bearings

Fully Reconditioned Engines

Repair and refurbishment of
wheel hubs for large trucks is
another service we can offer.
Currently we have stocks of hubs
for Cat 773 and 777 trucks for use
as exchange units

